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Law Firm.



I believe our key differentiator is that 
we operate in a unique segment. 
We have this distinctive capability of 
combining legal expertise with the 
broader lens of a business 
approach. We provide both 
traditional as well as more 
innovative legal solutions to be 
integrated into any full-cycle project.

Olivier Hermand
Managing Partner



Business
Oriented
Today’s client challenges go beyond a legal point of 
view. They need a legal advisor who understands 
your business and sees the bigger picture. From 
forecasting the impact of regulatory, economic and 
political shifts, to navigating social and technological 
changes, we view your challenges through a wider 
business lens. The result is integrated, practical 
advice that guides you to the right strategic 
decisions to achieve your goals. 

Working with PwC Legal is about more than just the 
quality of our legal advice. It’s about connecting  
legal insight, business understanding and 
technological innovation, leveraging on our close 
collaboration with PwC’s experts.

A multidisciplinary
Belgian Law Firm
PwC Legal is a multidisciplinary Belgian Law Firm 
providing a full range of legal business solutions. 

We belong to the broadest geographical legal 
network in the world, with more than 3,500 legal 
professionals in 90 countries. 

We believe in the power of legal business 
solutions to solve our client’s most significant 
challenges and take on the future. 

Our passionate team offers a full range of 
traditional legal services and new legal solutions, 
combining our legal expertise and sound business 
understanding in Belgium and beyond.

Connected 
Expertise
As part of the global PwC (Legal) network, we 
bring our connected expertise to bridge all 
aspects of your business so you can grow and 
protect it, today and tomorrow.

Working with us is about harnessing the power of 
PwC Legal’s global reach, local presence and 
industry depth to chart a future-ready path to 
success. 

Technology
Innovation
The legal industry is facing unprecedented change. 
Advancing technology, new business models and 
evolving client expectations are altering the entire 
value chain. 

At PwC Legal, we understand the forces driving 
those changes and are embracing legal technology 
(LegalTech) to uncover the greatest opportunities for 
our clients and for us. This is fully part of our ‘New 
Law’ agenda. That’s the power of Legal.

It’s all connected.

80+
Belgian lawyers
and paralegals

3,500+
Legal professionals 
worldwide 

90+
Territories 

Global network 
of resources and 
technology alliance 
partners



Our Practices
Our expertise in business law, employment law, public law and tax law allows us to address your most daunting challenges
in a fast-evolving world. From non-profit and governmental organisations to international networks, from start-ups to corporates, we’ll combine 
our legal expertise and sound business understanding to guide organisations through all aspects of the public and private sector’s legal and 
commercial issues, in Belgium and beyond.

Business 
Law

• Business contracts

• Corporate law 

• Data protection and 
privacy

• Intellectual property

• International 
business 
reorganisations

• Mergers and 
acquisitions

• Not-for-profit

• Real estate

• Scale-ups and start 
ups

Employment 
Law

Public 
Law

Tax 
Law

• Compensation and 
benefits

• Dispute resolutions 
and litigations

• HR transformation 
and restructuring

• Individual and 
collective labour law

• New of working and 
sustainability

• Privacy

• Social inspections

• General 
Administrative Law

• Energy law

• Environmental and 
planning law

• Governance of (local) 
public entities

• Public contracts and 
projects 

• Public procurement

• Public real estate 
and infrastructure 
projects

• Real Estate 
(re)developments

• Sustainability

• Corporate wealth

• Financial services

• Regulatory 

• Tax controversy and 
dispute resolutions 
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Ive 
Serneels
Advocaat Vennoot
Avocat Associé

Pierre 
Queritet
Advocaat Vennoot
Avocat Associé

Karin 
Winters 
Partner

François 
de Montpellier
Partner

Bart 
Vanstaen
Advocaat Vennoot
Avocat Associé

Pascale 
Moreau
Partner

Olivier 
Chapelle
Advocaat Vennoot 
Avocat Associé

Sara 
Vanderstraeten
Advocaat Vennoot
Avocat Associé

Tom 
Villé
Advocaat Vennoot 
Avocat Associé

Els 
Empereur
Advocaat Vennoot 
Avocat Associé

Olivier 
Hermand
Managing Partner

Patrice 
Delacroix
Partner

Jérôme 
Wauthier
Advocaat Vennoot
Avocat Associé

Stéphane 
Martin
Advocaat Vennoot
Avocat Associé

Véronique 
De Brabanter
Advocaat Vennoot
Avocat Associé
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• Legal500

• Chambers 

• International Financial Law Review (IFLR)

• Leaders League

• Best Lawyers

• Bloomberg M&A Rankings

• ACC Value Champions

• Financial Times Innovative Lawyers

Recognised for our 
Market-leading expertise 

The premium quality of our global 
expertise is recognised by our 
clients and also by leading 
publications including: 

PwC Legal Belgium 
is ranked as a Law 
firm in:

• Legal500

• Chambers

• IFLR

• Leaders League 



New Law: Reimagining 
legal services
 Across the globe, organisations are swiftly adapting to stay ahead of 
market changes. Businesses at the forefront are the ones unlocking 
performance capabilities through a cost-efficient model and solidifying 
their roles as commercial enablers. Our expertise can help you propel 
your digital transformation journey forward, leveraging on our innovative 
solutions and strategic alliances. 

Combining powerful technology with comprehensive implementation 
capability, we help you accelerate your business transformation, so that 
you can grow and explore new opportunities. Whether your focus is 
cloudification, digitalisation, contract lifecycle management, enterprise 
legal management or point solutions, we are ready to assist you in 
crystallising your vision for tomorrow, providing you with tailored 
solutions to shape your path to success.

Legal services are undergoing incredible 
transformations. Those who unlock performance 
capabilities using a cost-efficient model and embed 
their roles as true commercial enablers are leading 
the way. Our team gives you insights, tools and 
delivery capabilities to navigate today's complexity 
with confidence. Our services enable your legal teams 
to support the strategic objectives of your businesses, 
while delivering technology enabled legal services at 
scale. 

Propel your corporate legal department 
to the next level

A selection of PwC Legal’s alliances are highlighted below:

Jean-François
Pivont

Director Digital



Let’s 
Connect

To discuss how PwC Legal can 
support you in resolving your legal 
business issues, contact us at 
be.pwclegal.info@pwc.com or visit us 
at www.pwclegal.be
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